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HOLOMORPHIC FLOWS IN C3 , 0 WITH RESONANCES

JULIO CESAR CANILLE MARTINS

Abstract. The topological classification, by conjugacy, of the germs of holo-

morphic diffeomorphisms /: C2 , 0 —► C2, 0 with df(0) = diag(A- , X2),
where A»  is a root of unity and \Ai\ ̂  1 *s given.

This type of diffeomorphism appears as holonomies of singular foliations

&x induced by holomorphic vector fields X: C3 , 0 —> C3, 0 normally hyper-

bolic and resonant. An explicit example of a such vector field without holomor-

phic invariant center manifold is presented.

We prove that there are no obstructions in the holonomies for &x to be

topologically equivalent to a product type foliation.

Introduction

In this paper we study germs of holomorphic vector fields X: C3, 0 -» C3, 0
such that:

(i)   0 is an isolated singularity,

(ii)   DX(0) = diag(A-, fa, fa) with fa ̂ 0, pfa + qfa = 0, p, q relatively
prime and A3/A- , A3/A2 <£ R.

Any such vector field is normally hyperbolic.

Consider the foliation A?x induced by the differential equation

ÏÂL=X(Z), Z£C\0,   T£C,

in a neighborhood of 0 £ C3.
The problem is to describe and to classify these foliations in a neighborhood

of the singularity. Here we consider the topological description of A?x .
This note is divided in five sections:

(I) Formal classification

(II) Center manifold and holomorphic normal form

(III) Study of the holonomies
(IV) Normally hyperbolic diffeomorphisms in C2, 0 with resonance—topo-

logical classification

(V) The problem of the topological classification for the foliation AFx ■

Firstly in §1 we present the formal classification.   We prove that the formal
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normal form is

{x = x(A, + ax • xPyi + ■■■ + ak(xPy<i)k),

y = y(fa + bx ■ xPy" + ■■■ + bk(xPyq)k),

z = faz.

The solutions of this equation are obtained by means of the singular transfor-

mation u = xpyq ; v = xrys, ps-qr* = 1 which will transform it into a vector

field of type saddle-node.
The formal normal form always has the invariant subspace {z = 0} = C2xy .

Then all foliations A?f have a formal invariant surface corresponding to this.
In §11 we give an example of a holomorphic vector field which does not have

a holomorphic invariant surface corresponding to this formal one.
Then, we prove that this class of foliations has the following holomorphic

normal form:
{x = fax + xpyq • A(x, y, z),

y = fay + xPy" ■B(x,y,z),

z = A3z + xpyq • C(x ,y,z),

where A, B, C: C3, 0 —> C are holomorphic functions.

Definition 1. A foliation A?x will be called product type if it is analytically

equivalent (near 0 £ C3) to the foliation &x0 defined by

{x = Xxx + xpyqa(x, y),

y = fay + xPyqb(x, y),

z = faz,

where a, b: C20 -*C,0 are holomorphic functions.

The foliation A?x0 is the product of the saddle-resonant in C2y :

J x = fax + xpyqa(x, y),

\y = fay + xPyqb(x,y)

by the linear equation z = faz .
The saddle-resonant in C2 have a well-known structure; the topological clas-

sification was obtained by C. Camacho and P. Sad in [1]; the analytic classifi-

cation (as the differentiable ones) by J. Martinet and J. P. Ramis in [3].
The holomorphic normal form X has the three coordinate axes invariant,

and they are the only séparatrices of the foliation.
We denote their holonomies by Hx,x', Hx,y and Hx,z (where Hx,. is the

holonomy of A?f with respect to the axis).
The main objective of this note is to prove

Theorem B. The holonomies give no obstruction for A?x to be topologically equiv-

alent to a foliation of product type.

The diffeomorphisms of holonomy Hx<¡,x and HXoy (X0 is a vector field

of product type) are diffeomorphisms of C2, 0 that satisfy:
(1) The linear part has eigenvalues fa , X2 such that A" = 1 ; 0 # IA2I ̂ 1

(for some n : natural number).
(2) They have the two coordinate axes invariant.
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In the axis corresponding to the eigenvalue Xx we have a diffeomorphism of

C, 0 with linear part multiplication by a root of unity.

The dynamics of these diffeomorphisms is well known; see [2] where one can

find their topological classification; in [3] one finds the analytical and differen-

tiable classification.
The diffeomorphisms of C2, 0 with X\ = 1 and |A2| ̂  1 are normally

hyperbolic, then applying the results of J. Palis and F. Takens (see [5]) we

obtain that the holonomies HXotX and HXo,y are topologically conjugate to
diffeomorphism of the form

(x, y) >-* (Xix + xkn+l, X2y).

In §111 we study the diffeomorphisms /: C2, 0 —» C2, 0 with eigenvalues

fa , fa such that A" = 1 ; \fa\ ̂  1 (normally hyperbolic with resonance).
There exist diffeomorphisms of this class that have no holomorphic invariant

curve tangent to the direction corresponding toAi (see §111, (b)).

By the Center Manifold Theorem we can choose an /-invariant curve S of
class Cm where m can be taken arbitrarily large (see [7, pp. 64-67]).

If we take m sufficiently big we can determine the dynamics of fi\S by the
results of Dumortier, Rodrigues and Roussarie (see [6]).

In this way we obtain the topological classification of these diffeomorphisms.

Theorem A. Let f: C2, 0 —» C2, 0 a holomorphic diffeomorphism.
Suppose df(0) = diag(Ai, A2) with X"x = 1 and |A2| # 1.
Then fi is topologically conjugate to

(x,y)^(Xxx + xkn+1,X2y)

where k is the order of the first resonance of fi.

Finally, although the holonomies give no topological obstructions for the
foliation to be topologically a product, we cannot yet prove this.

This work is part of my doctoral thesis submitted to IMPA, under the guid-
ance of C. Camacho.

I would like to express my gratitude to C. Camacho and A. Lins Neto for
their valuable suggestions and encouraging words.

Also I wish to thank P. Sad and R. Roussarie for conversations on the subject.

I. Formal classification

Consider an equation X, with the hypotheses given in the introduction.

It is well known (see (4)) that there exists a formal transformation conjugating
X and Y where Y is defined by

( x = fax + ££, ajXJP+1yJq,

Y: | y = X2y + £", ¿>,-x'V?+1,

I z = Xiz + zYJ%xCjxiPyiq.

Y is the best formal normal form that we can obtain with transformations
tangent to the identity of C3.

Consider now the transformation

M u = xpyq        ix = u2v-q\
^ ' v = xrys \ y = u~rvp )

where p, q, r, s e N; ps - qr = 1.
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Substitution into Y yields

Í û = YTmlipaJ + qbj)u'+1,

Y.  I v = v(rXi + sX2) + v YAlJLiirctj+sbj)uj,

[ z = z(fa + Z7=iCju\

Note that Yx is a vector field of type saddle-node.

Suppose pa¡ + qb¡ = 0, j = 1, ... , k - I, and pak + qbk -^ 0. Then Y\ is
analytically equivalent to

*2-   <

it = uk+1

£ = ¿(an + ai« + • • • + afcMfc) ,

l r) = n(ß0 + ßlu + --- + ßkuk).

Now, using (*) we obtain that X is formally equivalent to

f jc = x(A] + axxPyq + ■■■ + ak(xpyq)k),

y = y(fa + ßxXPy1 + ... + ßk(XPyq)k) ,

z = X-}Z.

Yv.  I

Then, 73 is the formal normal form for the foliation AFX ■ So, AFX has only

finitely many formal invariants.
Using the general solution of 72 we have that the leaves of <9y3 are given by

the level lines of

F(x, y, z) = (xrysq>(u)u ak exp(Tx(u)); zip(u)u ßk exp(T2(u)))

where

u = xpyq,    tp(u) = 1 + tpxu + 0(u2),    ip(u) = I + ipiu + 0(u2),

kuk u r2(«) =/.+... + A=i.kuk u

That is, for each (c, d) £ C2 , the curve F(x, y, z) = (c, d) is a leaf of the

foliation AFy^. This provides us with a good description of <9y3.
Note that <^y3 is the simplest product type foliation that we can have.

Remarks. ( 1 ) F has an essential singularity in u = xpyq = 0.
(2) In the plane {z = 0} we have the first integral

xrystp(u)u-ak exp(r.(M))   for ^IC2,.

(3) If in the formal normal form Y we have

paj + qbj = 0      V/ = 1,2.

then X and Y are analytically conjugate (see [4]).
In this case AAFX is given by the equation

x = Aix,    y = X2y,

z = A3z(l +f(u)),    where u = xpyq ,
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and /: C, 0 -» C, 0 is holomorphic. Note that G(x, y, z) = xpyq is a first
integral for this equation.

II. Center manifold and holomorphic normal form

We have seen that the class of vector fields in study has the formal normal
form Y.

Then ^ is a product type foliation with {z = 0} invariant. Thus all vector
fields X have a formal invariant surface corresponding to {z = 0} .

We present now an example of a holomorphic vector field which has no

invariant surface of the type

z = <p(x,y),        tp(0,0) = Dtp(0,0) = 0,

tp holomorphic in a neighborhood of 0 e C2.

Example. Consider the differential equation

x = AjX,

y = X2y + a'xPyq+l,

¿ = hz + ZZiix"yq)n-

If S = {ix, y, z) e C3 | z = q>(x,y)} is invariant by Z, then tp is a
solution of the partial differential equation

(E.l) fax ■ || + (X2y + axPyq+l)^ = X,tp + f>V)".

Substitution of tp = ^2j+k>2 <PjkXiyk into (E.l) yields

(E.2) Y, CMi + kÀ2 - ^)(PjkXjyk
j+k>l

oo

+  Y ak(pjkx>+Pyk+q = YJixpyq)n.
j+k>2 «1=1

Solving formally we have

• if (j, k) ¿ n(p, q) then <pJk = 0,

• if (j, k) = n(p,q) then i-X3)tpn{Ptq) + a • qfn - l)<p(n-i)(p,q) = 1 for
n> 1.

For n = 1
For n = 2
For n = 3

<Pp,q = -l/X3.
9up,q) = -l/X3-(l+aq/X3).
<P3(p,g) = -(1/A3)(1 + (2aq/fa)il+aq/X3)).

For n = k+1 :

w^_l(1 + ^0+(*_^(1+...+(1 + îî))...).

Then, we can verify that

\<Pn(p,q)\ > in- l)|9»(n_i)«j,i9)|.

So, tp has a divergent power series, and is not a holomorphic germ.
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Remarks. (1) The coefficient jXx + kX2 - A3 of tp¡k in equation (E.2) is never

zero but it has minimum module when (j, k) = n(p, q) n > 1. The idea for

obtaining divergence is to take the subseries of the coefficients tpjk correspond-

ing to the minimum of \jXx + kX2 — A3I.
(2) The divergent series that we obtained in the example diverges as £ k\xk .

Then it is Gevrey of order two, and we can prove that it belongs to C{x }[[>]] n

C{j}[[x]] ; see [3]. In the following we obtain the best holomorphic normal

form for the class of foliations in study.

Proposition 1 (Holomorphic normal form). There exists a holomorphic change

of coordinates near 0 £ C3 transforming a vector field X into the normal form

x = Xxx + xpyqA(x, y, z),

y = X2y + xpyqB(x,y,z),

z = A3Z + xpyqC(x, y, z),

where A,B and C are holomorphic functions.

Proof. Consider the vectors fields

xj = A1X1 +/i(x),

X: { x2 = A2x2 + f2(x),        fj(x) = Y^\q\>i fjQ.xQ,

and

X3 = A3X3 + fi(x) ,

h =fayi + giiy),
h = x2y2 + g2Íy),      gjiy) = £|qi>2 SjQyQ,

h = hyi + giiy)-
Let Hiy) = y + h(y) = x, y = (yi,y2,yf), x = (xx,x2, x3), h(y) =
ihiy), h2(y), hziy)), such that dH(Y) = X(H); suppose X holomorphic.
Then we have the equations

£[((Q,A)-A;)A,-e + g;ß]yß
löl>2

(E.3) 3

= fj(y + h(y))-Y,8kly)'9J-k    forj = l,2,3

where Q = (qx, c?2, «73), q¡>0 : natural numbers

A = (A,,A2,A3),        hj(y)=YhmyQ-
iei>2

Define
• if ve i (ypxy\) then gjQ = 0 and hjQ = ((Q,A)-Xj)~l (coefficient of

yQ in the right member of (Ej)).
• if yQ £ (ypxy\) then hjQ = 0 and gjQ = coefficient of yQ in the right

member of (Ej). Note that yQ <£ (yxy^) if and only if qx < p or q2 < q .

Then there exists S > 0 : cte. such that

\(Q,A)-Xj\>ô-\Q\   V/=l,2,3;Vß,|Q|>2.
In the following we use only that

|«2,A)-A;|>á>0

for Q such that yQ i (ypxy\).
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Observing that

¿^lv)f^e<Ky!)   for7 = l,2,3
k=\ yk

we obtain the majorations in (Ef) :

s £ \hm\yQ < £ Kß >A) - kj\ \hiQ\yQ < 7j(y+%))

(where if f(y) = £/ß><ß then f(y) = £ l/ßly0 and J{w) = £ L/ßl™lßl (w =
yi = ^2 = ^3) • and < is the notation for majorations between series).

Then addition with respect to ;' yields

3

S £ (IM + \hiQ\ + \hQ\)yQ < £/,0> + hW)
iei>2 7=1

making yx = y2 = y3 = w ,  £(|/ziß| + l^2ß| + |Ä3ß|)^101 = w -u,  u(w) =

U\W + U2W2-\-, we obtain

3
A0w2(l + u)7

u-w <S iy^ fij(w + wu) < . °  ,   ,.—'-^   where A0 > 0,
¿r?   J l-Aw(l + u)

and A > 0 are constants, and

J^= A0w2

Then

Aw'
]=i

u<   Aow(l + u)2

1 - Aw(l +uf

Now we can prove that the holomorphic solution v = Aow H— of the equality

A0w(l +v)2
v = —-—--—

1 -Aw(l +v)

is a majorant for u (see [4]).

So u is holomorphic and consequently H(y). As gjiy) £ (ypyq) we can

write gj(y) = ypxy\ • gj(yi, yf). Thus Y is in the form enunciated in the
proposition.

III. Study of the holonomies

The holomorphic normal form given by Proposition 1 of §11 has the coordi-
nate axes invariant.

Now we compute their holonomies.

(a) Holonomy of the z axis. Let Z be a transversal section to the Cz-axis by
the point (0, 0, 1).
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Take the loop z = e'6 , 0 < d < 2n, in the C2 axis. Then dz = iew d6,

and substitution in

dx _ Xxx + xpyqA(x, y, z)

dz ~ X3z + xpyqC(x, y,z)'

dy_^ X2y + xpyqB(x, y, z)

dz     X3z + xPyqC(x,y, z)

yields

dx

d6
= (i-^jx + XPyqA(x,y,ei6),

%=^.^y + xPyqB(x,y,e-).

Integrating for 0 < 6 < 2n we obtain the diffeomorphism Hx z: (X, 1) «

(C2, 0) -» (C2, 0) defined by

Hx.zix, y) = (e2na'/X}x + xpyqh(x, y), e2nihlhy + xpyqg(x, y))

(h, g are holomorphic functions).
Note that HXz is a hyperbolic resonant diffeomorphism of C2, 0, that is,

we have
tglnUilXiy , fe2xiX2/h\4 _ j

and
\e2na'lli\¿l       (;'=1,2).

So Hx,x has a well-known dynamics, it is topologically linearizable (see (5)).

(b) Holonomy of the x-axis. Take a section I transversal to the Cx axis in the

point (1,0,0); and the loop x = e'6 . Then dx = ie'e dd, and substitution

in

dy ^ X2y + xPyqB(x, y, z)

dx     Ajx + xPyqA(x, y, z) '

dz _ X3z + xpyqC(x ,y,z)

dx     Xxx + xPyiA(x, y, z)

yields

¡£-(i£>+."*".,..>.

Integrating for 0 < 6 < 2n we have the diffeomorphism HXx: C2, 0 -> C2, 0

defined by

Hx.xiy, z) = (e2nU^y + yqh(y, z), e2niX^z+ yqg(y, z)).

Note that
fe2nU2/M)<l = I     and     |e2re«A3/Ai| _¿ j

Thus, HXtX is a resonant, normally hyperbolic diffeomorphism of C2, 0.
The axis y = 0 is invariant by Hx¡x , and HXyX restricted to it is linear (a

contraction or an expansion).
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The axis z = 0 may or may not be invariant by HXx. We can construct

examples where no holomorphic invariant curve (tangent to the y-axis) by HXx

exists, e.g. take the holonomy of the equation considered in the example of §11.

(c) Holonomy of the y-axis. Making y = e'e and proceeding analogously to

case (b) we obtain the diffeomorphism

Hx<y(x, z) = (e2na'/hx + xph(x, z),e2nihlhz + xph(x, z)).

Note that
re27iU,/À.2\P = \ \e2xU3/i.¡\ _¿ j_

So HXy has the same properties as HXx .

Remark. If the foliation A?~x has a holomorphic center surface (tangent in 0

to the C2y-plane) then the holonomy Hx,x (and Hx,y) has one holomorphic

invariant curve (center manifold) tangent to the Cj,-axis. In this case Hx,x has

the form

(y,z)^ (e2nil^y + yqh(y, z), e2*a>¡Xi z + zyqg(y, z)).

In the invariant axis {z = 0} we obtain the diffeomorphism

(y, 0) H+ {tP*t**lby + yqh(y, 0), 0).

This is a diffeomorphism of C, 0 with linear part a root of unity.

The dynamics of these diffeomorphisms is well known, they have a dynamic
like a flower (see [2, 3]) (see Figure 1).

In this way, a foliation of product type like A?~Xo, has the following picture
for their holonomies. (See Figure 2.)

In Si we have the illustration shown in Figure 3.

In Z2 we have the illustration shown in Figure 4.

In Z3 we have the illustration shown in Figure 5.

In Z- and Z2 we are in presence of normal hyperbolicity, with known dy-
namics in the center manifold.

Figure 1. (y, z) «-> (y + y2, X3z), |A3| < 1
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4V/V

^

Z,,Z2, Z3: transversal sections

Figure 2. (Xx = 1, X2 = -1) (order of resonance two)

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Figure 5

By the theorem of Palis and Takens (see [5]), we get that

H(y, z) = (e2nU^y + yqh(y, z), e2niX^z + zyqg(y, z))

is topologically conjugate to

G(y, z) = (e2*ihix'y + yqh(y, 0), e2*a^z).

But, by the classification theorem of Camacho (see [2]) G is topologically
conjugate to

(y, z)y-y (e2ni^l^y + ykq+l, ¿**&ifi\z)

(here k is the order of the first resonance).

IV. Normally hyperbolic diffeomorphisms of C2, 0

WITH RESONANCE-TOPOLOGICAL classification

Consider a germ of holomorphic diffeomorphism

/: C2,0-C2,0,

f(x, y) = (Xxx + a(x, y), X2y + ß(x, y))

with A- = e2niplq , 0 ¿ \X2\ ¿ 1, a, ß: C2, 0 -> C holomorphic functions.

We can choose coordinates in C2, 0 relatively to which / is written as

fix, y) = (fax + xqä(x, y), X2y + xqß(x, y)).

In this system of coordinates the Cy-axis is invariant. As we have already
observed, in some cases there does not exist a holomorphic center manifold
invariant by /.

In this case we ask about the existence of an invariant curve for / which is
differentiable of class Cm , and how large we can take m.

By the Center Manifold Theorem (see [7, pp. 64-67]) we have always an

invariant curve S for /, tangent to the x-axis through 0 in C2, and this curve

can be chosen with class of differentiability m, m as large as we want (if m

increases the neighborhood in which S is defined decreases).
This invariant curve is of the form

S = {(x,y)\y = u(x); u: C, 0 -> C, 0 is of class Cm}.
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Note that we cannot assert that S is unique. But we know that two invariant

curves S and S' of class Cm are such that fi\S and f\S' have the same
dynamics.

Now, using the Normal Hyperbolicity Theory of Palis and Takens (see [5])

we have that the dynamics of / in a neighborhood of 0 e C2 depends only on

the dynamics of f\S, from the topological point of view.

A natural question now is: What is the dynamics of f\S ?
The answer is given by the following theorem.

Theorem (Dumortier, Rodrigues, and Roussarie [6]). Let f: C, 0 —> C, 0 a
germ ofi dififieomorphism of class Cm with

f(z) = Xz + a-zk + 0(\z\k),        X" = l,a¿0,k>2.

Suppose m > k. Then f is topologically conjugate to z i-> Xz + zk .

If m is big enough we can take k = ln + l for some / > 1. (/is the order
of the first resonance.)

With these results we can prove the following:

Theorem A (Topological classification of resonant normally hyperbolic diffeo-

morphisms). Let f: C2, 0 —y C2, 0 holomorphic with

dfi(0) = diag(A,, A2),        X\ = 1, 0 ¿ |A2| / 1.

Then f is topologically conjugate to

g(x, y) = (Xxx + xkq+l, X2y)

where k is the order of the first resonance in the formal normal form of fi.

Proof. It is well known that / has the formal normal form

(CO oo ».

fax + £ ajXJq+l ,X2y+yY, bjx" J.
j=i j=i '

Let k = min{/ £ N | a¡ ± 0} . (If k = oo / is analytically linearizable, see
[4].) Suppose k < oo .

By a holomorphic change of coordinates we can write / in the form

f(x, y) = (fax + akxkq+l + Rx(x, y), X2y + xqR2(x, y))

where Rx = o(\(x, y)\kq+l).

Now, we can choose an invariant curve for / of class Cm , through 0 in C2

and tangent to the C^-axis in 0, with m > kq + 1 (see [7, pp. 64-67]).
This invariant curve is defined by

S = {(x,y)\y = u(x), u(x) = ukqxkq + r(x) ; r(x) = 0(\x\kq), r of class Cm}.

Then f\S is given by

f(x, u(x)) = (X\x + akxkq+l +Ri(x, u(x)), X2u(x) +xqR2(x, u(x))).

In this way, we obtain that f\S is a diffeomorphism of R2, 0 of class Cm

defined by the expression:

(C,0)«(R2,0)^R2,0,

x —> A-x + akxkq+l + Rx(x, u(x)).
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By the theorem of Dumortier, Rodriques, and Roussarie we get that f\S is

topologically conjugate to x —> Xxx + xkq+l.

Finally, by the normal hyperbolicity we have that / is topologically conjugate
to

(x,y)^(Xxx + xkq+l,X2y).

V. The problem of the topological classification
for the foliation AFx

We are interested in the description of the foliation AFx. , when X is any

holomorphic normal form given by Proposition 1 of §11.

If two foliations A?x and A?y are topologically equivalent, then their holo-

nomies are topologically conjugate.

So, by Theorem A of §IV we see that all equations in study have holonomies
of one of the two types:

• saddle-hyperoblic (holonomy of the Cz-axis), or

• normally hyperbolic (holonomies of the Cx and Cy axes).

In the second case they have dynamics like a product of a "flower" in the
center manifold with a linear contraction or expansion.

As the foliations type product (like A?f0 ) have these same types of holonomies
we can resume these facts in the following.

Theorem B. The holonomies of the séparatrices of A?~x give no obstructions for
the foliation to be topologically equivalent to a product type foliation.
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